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A method bas been suggested to evaluate transmission line 
overvoltages in a two conductor direct current transmission system with 
""" 
mid-point grounded. Transmission line equations are derived from 
Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws. Matrix theory has been used to make 
the equations adaptable for solution by means of a digital computer. 
The use of the method to evaluate transmission line overvoltages 
has been demonstrated for the following conditions: 
(1) Energization of a d. c. system with load. 
(2) By-pass tube operation. 
(J) Loss of load. 
( 4) Double line to ground fault. 
-~=:· 
l 
ImODtJCTIOI 
· In ar13 transmission· system, whether based on alternating current 
(a.c.) or on direct current (d.c.), adequate protection or its elements 
is of prime importance in order to secure the best service with minimum 
. number ot outages. The protection required is against overvoltages and 
overcurrents. 
In order to determine the requirements of protection, it is 
''<, 
\ fl 
necessary to understand the transient phenomena associated with switching 
,; 
operations, faults and lightning. They cause overvoltages and overcurrents: 
their rate of rise, magnitude and duration determine the requirements of 
protection. However, the main contributory factor to the failures and 
decrease in the expected life of elements in a system is overvoltage. 
The overvoltages may be classified into two categories: the system 
produced ( or internal) overvol tages and external overvol tage s • In the case 
of a d.c. system, the internal overvoltages may be caused by energization 
and deenergiza tion of a system, faults in rectifiers and inverters, 
blocking and unblocking operations, interruptions, etc •• They may be termed, 
in general, as switching surges. The external overvol tages are the result 
of atmospheric conditions and may be in the f'orm of direct or side lightning 
strokes, statically induced voltages or similar other reasons as in case 
of an a.c. system. These ovarvoltages are the result of the oscillatory 
ettects caused by the s,;tem cai,&citances and inductances. 
' ' In order to determine adequate insulation level (and hence adequate 
protection) for the elements of a d.c. system, the highest overvoltage, 
which may result either from switching surges or lightning, must be known. 
' 
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The ovarvoltages caused by lightning are the most severe and the provision 
of adequate insulation level on their basis is economically unjustifiable. 
They have to be alleviated by a continuous ground wire. low tower footing 
resistance, etc •• Also, it has been determined in the case of an a.c. 
system that as the transmission voltage becomes higher and higher, 
overvoltages due to the switching surges are the deciding factor for the 
' 1 provision of adequate insulation level. Since d. c ~ has to be an extra 
high voltage system (for economic reason), the switching surges, 
therefore, should form a basis tor the provision of adequate insulation 
level or protection. 
The primary objective or · the thesis is to demonstrate a method by 
which overvoltages on d.c. transmission lines due to switching surges may 
be evaluated. Specifically, an effort will be made to show ho~1 a relation 
between voltage and time can be determined by means of a digital computer. 
' 
,,.:,,-;-
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WBI D. C. TIWBllSSIOI? ·-..-
llectrical energy originated with direct current. The dynamos or 
·'' 
d.c. generators and batteries were the first sources of useful electrical 
. 
-
energy. However, the associated difficulties of tha direct current 
generators (like commutation troubles) and the inability to raise or 
lower the d.c. voltage limited its usefulness. Alternating current, 
because or the invention of the transformer, replaced direct current 
in almost all major uses of electrical energy. 
However, the development of grid-controlled, multi-electrode 
mercury are rectifiers and inverters, capable of handling present day 
requirements for the transmission of power, revived interest in direct 
current. An analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of the d.c. 
transmissi~n system will point out why its use is now considered despite 
the well established and well refined a. c. transmission system. 
The d.c. system as it is now considered assumes a.c. generation 
and distribution. The electronic converters (rectifiers and inverters) 
provide the means for transmission of power by direct current. The 
transmission of power may be overhead, underwa tar or W1derground. Figure l 
shows a one line diagram of a typical d. c. transmission system. 2 Figure 2 
shows a converter terminal station. 
The important advantages of a d. c. transmission system. can be 
summarized as follows: 
A. Overhead Lines 
(1) Considering a d. c. · system with two conductors at plus and minus 
voltages to earth and comparing it with a three phase a.c. system 
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tor the same amount or power, the same percentage 1ine losses, the 
same size conductors and unity power factor load@ it will be 
found that the d.c. system will not only have fewer conductors 
but also that its insulation level will be only 871' ot the a.c. 
ins,il.a.tion level. 3 This assumes that the d.c. voltage for the 
break down of an insulator is the same as the peak value or the 
a.c. voltage and the design factors for internal and atmospheric 
overvoltages are the same in both cases. 
(2) Considering conversion of a three phase double circuit a •. c. line 
to three d.c. circuits, each with two conductors and mid-point 
grounded, the power transmitted with d. c. will be 41~ more with 
29"' less line losses for tha same amount of current, the same 
insulation level and unity power factor load.J For the same 
percentage. line losses, the same ins11Jation level and unity power 
factor load, the power transmitted with d. c. :from such a 
conversion will be 10~ more.J 
(J) The equivalent d.c. line will have fewer conductors to support, 
hence the height and other dimensions and the weight of the 
structure will be smaller. This will result in a cheaper 
foundation. With fewer cross~rms and less weight to support, 
wooden poles can be used rather than more costly steel towers. 
Also, the dimensions determined from the electrical considerations 
such as the separation between conductors and clearance to tower 
steel work will be smaller, since experiments3 have indicated that 
for the same amount of power, -the insulation level in d.c. will be 
lower than that in a. c •• 
(4) As right-of-ways are becoming increasingly difficult and costly, 
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the d. c. line will become more economical because, with smaller 
dimensions, narrower right-of-way can be utilized. 
(5) Since a practical d. c. system wi11 usu.ally be a two conductor 
system with emergency use of the earth as a return conductor or 
a three conductor system with the third as a return conductor, a 
loss of one of the conductors will not totally interrupt the 
transmission of power a.s will be the case in an a. c. system with 
a loss of one of the three conductors. Also, with fewer conductors 
per circuit, it will be expected that there will be fewer faults 
to groWld. These characteristics of d.c. should result in a more 
reliable transmission system. 
( 6) Stablli ty margin in an a • c. system depends upon the amount of 
power whioh is being transmitted. The power transmitted is 
directly proportional to voltages and the phase angles between 
them and inversly proportional to the line inductance (hence the 
electrical length of the line). Therefore, in order to improve 
stability margin in an a. c. system, the electrical length of the 
line bas to be reduced by installing series capacitors, shunt 
reactors, or an intermediate switching station, any- or which 
increases the cost of a.o. transmission.3 In a d.o. system, due 
to the absence or inductance , the length of the line has no effect 
on the stability or the system. Al.so, the phase angles of the a.c. 
system voltages have no e.ffect as far as the tran~ssion or 
power over the d.c. line is concerned. 
(7) Practical investigations3 indica~ that the -corona losses in a.c. 
increase much taster than in d.o. at higher voltages. Also, with 
fewer conductors it will be expected that corona losses and radio 
8 
_J 
-., 
interference will be less with. d.c •• Bence the d.c. will be 
favorable in these respects. 
B. Underground Cables 
(1) The problem of charging current is a severe limitation on the 
wider application of a.c. underground cableso Intermediate 
charging stations are required and this increases the cost or 
transmission by a. c. underground cables. 4 Due to the nature of 
the direct current electric field, there is little charging 
current in case of d. o. underground cables. Hence, d. c. 
underground transmission will be more economical than a.c. 
underground transmission. 
(2) Due to the unidirectional nature of the d.c. electric field, 
there is no oscillatory ionic motion in the insulation and no 
induced currents in the cable sheath. This results in more 
/' ' 
favorable electric stress distribution, and consequently better 
working conditions and higher operating voltages. Because of less 
severe electric stresses, thinner insulation ~ used with an 
equivalent d.c. underground cable. 
(3) The power transmitted with d.c. underground cable will be greater 
than that with an a. c. underground cable or equivalent size due 
to the ability of the d.c. to operate at higher voltages, the 
absence of dielectric hysteresis and cable sheath losses and 
smaller copper losses because of the absence of skin etf'ect. 3 
C. Others 
(1) The use ot earth as a return ·circuit is not practical with a.c. 
due to inductive effects. With d.c., -there is no such inductive 
etf'ect,5 hence the earth can be used as a return conductor, either 
--- . 
• • • •,•• ··•·- ··~··••_,,.,_, ...... ,_._..,..._.~~-r• .. •--~.-..,.. , ..• ,...___._ __ , .,,.,_ ... .,,-,.,-.,.,- .• ., ,• • 
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. permanently or temporarily depending upon a giwn situation. This 
is a great advantage of a d.c. system. 
(2) For generating stations utilizing d.c. as the only" means ot power 
transmission, its assynchronous nature permits the design of the 
generators to be independent of system stability requirements. 6 
Hence, the constants of the generators (namely the synchronous 
and transient reactances, the short circuit ratio and the inertia 
constant) may have normal values in case of a d. c. system. The 
generators may also be designed for higher power factor operation. 
All of these result in economics. 
(3) Due to assynchronous nature of the d.c. system, two different a.c. 
systemsoan be interconnected, for example two a.a. systems with 
different frequencies. 
( 4) Due to the absence of skin effects, the d. c. system will have 
uniform current distribution in conductors and thus better 
utilization or copper G Current density can there tore be made 
higher in case of d.c. system. 
(5) Since the d.c. voltage or current can be controlled with ease by 
the converter's grid, the d. c. system can be operated either on a 
constant current or a constant voltage basis or both. Hence, the 
advantages of either type of regulation can be obtained with the 
d.c. system. 3 
( 6) The direction and the amount of power now can be conirollt1d more 
easily with the d. c. system, because the only influencing factor 
is the voltage. In case of the a.c. system, the phase angle of the' 
voltage is also a determining factor. 
(?) The electronic converters do not contribute short circuit current 
., ·~--.. ,··~~......-,,· - • . · ,_.,7,:•,-:1. ....... ,. ''•"·~rT"'-,,-.. --~-- "· -·, · 
,· . 
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to a.o. system in case ot a tault in d.c. system. This is 
favorable in the sense that the a.c. stations need not be 
upgraded. 
(8) If two ground wires are used tor protection against lightning, 
the coupling factor and the shielding effect will be greater 
with d.c. due to fewer conductors. 6 
.· The disadvantages of a d. c. system can be summarized as tollows : 
(1) In absence of a switching device, like circuit breakers in case ot 
a.c., the d.c. system can only be used for point-to-point 
transmission of powaro3 .Any tapping in such a d.c. system can 
only be made with additional terminal equipment with added cost. 
(2) ~e to the reason in (1), the reverse power now can only be 
achieved for trunk lines. With the tapped d.c. lines, interruption 
of the system will result. 
(J) The electronic converters require a large amount of reactive power 
tor satisfactory operation. The· inability of the d.c. system to 
transmit reactive power therefore requires additional methods 
(Synchronous Condenser or Static Capacitors) to supply reactive 
power, if it can not be provided from the a.a. system. This 
increases the cost of the d.c. transmission system. 
(4) The installed cost of a d.c. converter station is larger than 
that of a ·comparable a.c. station. In case of a.c., the cost may 
be about $10 per kw per te~inal for the 345 kv station; and 
about $1J per kw per termjnal for the 46o kv station. 7 While in 
case of d. o. , ~he cost may be about $24 per kw per terminal for 
the ±220 kv converter station; and about $26 per kw per terminal 
11 
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tor the ±350 kv con'V9rter station.a 
From the above, it can be seen that the use ot direct current for 
the transmission of electric power is an excellent alternative in certain 
situations. The major obstacle is the absence of a suitable, reliable and 
an economical switching device. So far the d.c. system has been adopted · 
tor overhead transmission (point-to-point) of large amount of power over 
long distance, for underground or underwater transmission or power and 
£or interconnection of two different a.c. systems. The primary reason for 
its adoption in most cases has been economics. The lower limits or power 
transmission and distance for which the d.c. system has been found to be 
economical over a. c. are respectively JOO tO 400 MW and about 350 miles. 7 
The prohibitive factor for smaller distances is the high cost of the d.c. 
converter station equipment. However, as d.c. technology becomes more and 
more refined, a suitable switching device is ,de~loped and the cost of 
terminal station is reduced, the prospects for further utilization of 
d.c. transmission will be improved because of its inherent superiority 
over the a.o. transmission system. 
' :· .. 
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IMPORTANT BLEMEITS OF A 
D. C. TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
Mercury-arc Conwrters 
. __ ..: 
These are electronic recti£iers or inverters which rectify a. c. to 
d.c. or invert d.c. to a.c •• Since a rectifier can be made to operate as 
an inverter or vice versa, 1 t is usually refered to as a converter. 
Figure 2 shows such a converter unit. 
There are various electron tubes {high vacuum, gas and mercury-arc 
tubes) which can be employed as a converter. However, the mercury-arc 
tubes are universally emplo~d for power application because of the 
higher current density and higher breakdown level of the mercury vapor.) 
These two characteristics make them adaptable for use in a d.c. 
transmission system. 
There are several ways (diametral, double star and bridge 
" 
connections) in which these tubes can be connected to form a converter 
unit.3 However, the two-way bridge connection, as shown in figure 2, is 
used for the following reasons: 
(1) It uses two-third of the a.c. voltage cycle. 
(2) It provides double d.c. voltage tor the same a.c. voltage. 
(3) The a.c. transformer utilization is better. 
(4) The voltage stresses produced during commutation are less severe. 
Mercury-arc tubes up to 1:33 kv and 1800 amps have been developed. 
However, in order to achieve the desired vol ta.ge level as required by the 
·extra high voltage d.c. transmission system, the converters have to be 
connected in series and/or parallel. Series connection is adopted mainly 
.t, 
~············· .... ···-··· 
. ' 
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because ot reliability. Since ·many conTerter units are required for extra 
high voltage d.c. transmission, a fault in one of these units due to the 
associated opera.ting difficulties J.y remove the entire converter .station. 
This can be easily hanclled with the series connection with the use of the 
seventh tube in each ·or the convarter units. The seventh tube, which is 
called a by-pass tube or valve, can be kept blocked by negative grid 
potential during normal operation. By unblocking the by-=pa.ss tube and 
blocking the working tubes by the action of their grids, a faulty 
converter unit oan be removed with great speed ( a speed which is greater 
than that of a.c. circuit breakers ) without affecting the properly 
operated unitso The continuity of supply can thus be maintained. Another 
advantage of the series connection is the gradual reduction in insulation 
requirement for the converter units. Refering to figure 1, it can be seen 
that the only converter unit next to the line has to be insulated tor the 
highest voltage to the ground. 
Associated Converter Equipment 
High frequency oscillations are produced during the ignition of 
the tubes. This could cause the current to be reduced to zero and 
extinguish the cathode spot. Therefore, reactors in the anode circuit, 
called anode reactors, are used to attenuate these oscillations. They 
also contribute to reduction of radio interference. 
Damping circuits consisting of special RL or RC circuits are 
connected across each tube to protect it against the varied frequency 
- C 
osc1llations produced bythe capacitances and_inductances. 
An auxil.iar, and/or insulating transform~r is provided £or power 
' ' 
• '• • ,, -• •••·,·--•• ,••••-,,•>-••·••••--H-••"'"--~--·---•,-,----•·'"-••·•••••-•~•-••-••••'""" 
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supply to tube auxiliaries. The auxiliary power required will be for the 
ignition system, cooling system, eto •• 
• grid transmitter is p:N>vided tor each tube to control the action 
ot the grid., . i. e. to control the operation of a converter. Regulation 
and switching in a d.c. system is achieved by the action of th-e grids. An 
appropriate command to the grids is provided by the informations received 
from the power transmission control system.4 It may consist or a power 
controller, a device for determining the current and voltage settings, 
the current and voltage sensing devices, etc •• 
Harmonic Filters 
· Unbalanced operation of a converter station is always required 
during emergencies. This ca.uses additional harmonics which are not a 
problem during normal operation. To prevent these and other harmonics 
from entering the a.c. system, RLC filters are provided on the a.c. bus. 
Analysis3 shows that the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th harmonics need to be 
filtered out. The other higher order harmonics are considered practically 
...,..,., 
harmless. 
Converter Transformers 
In an a. c. system, windfr~s of the transformers are near ground 
potential at one end. This makes it possible to use graded insulation 
that builds up the voltage from the yoke towards the centre of the leg. 
For a d. c. system, both ends of the tube side windings of the converter 
transformers carry very high d.c. potential to?ground. The primary 
windings carey a. c. potential. These properties have to be considered · in 
'! .. ' ........ ' ... ····· 
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the design of oonwrter trans.formers • 
• 
For a converter station employing more than one trans ormer, one 
of the windings of the transformers is connected alternately in wya and 
delta. This makes the converter units displaced by an angle of 30°, and 
twelve phase power conversion is obtained. More than twelve phase powr 
conversion ( in order to further reduce the harmonics) can be obtained by 
using phase shitting transformers, however, this adds to the cost of d.c. 
transmission systemo Moreover, the reduction in harmonics obtained w1 th 
twelve phase power conversion is considered adequa.te.3 
Power Factor Capacitors 
During commutation, i.e. when conduction is being transfered from 
one tube to another, reduction in the d.c. voltage occurs. This causes 
reduction in the output d. c. power, and consequently reduction in the 
input a.c. power. Since the a.c. side current and voltage have not changed, 
commutation oa.n thus be considered as introducing a lagging power factor. 
To compensate for this, power factor correcting capacitors are used in 
the a.c. side. 
D. C. Line Reactor 
The d.c. line reactors at each end of the conductors are used tor 
protection against current surges caused by converter faul. ts ., voltage 
collapse, line faults and resonance and for reduction in harmonics. The 
value of the inductance is thus dependent on the above requirements. For 
the overhead dee. transmission system, inductance of 1.5 to 2.0 henries 
is considered adequate.3 For underground ~~ submarine d.c. transmission 
16 
system, inductance of 1.0 henry is considered adequate.3_ In some cases, 
·additional filtering equipment may -be required to attain satisfactory 
reduction in harmonics. 
D. C. Transmission Lines 
Theoretically the conductor size is based on radio interference 
level, corona losses, electrical and mechnical considerations and 
economics. Since the cost of the converter station is very high, the 
conductor size is primarily chosen on the basis of overall economics. For 
the d. c. system, the voltage drop and transmission efficiency are dependent 
only on the conductivityo Therefore, conductors with large cross section 1 
area are an obvious choice. Single and bundled conductors may be used. 
Bundled conductors will find application where voltage gradient and 
thermal requirement are problems. 
In a d. c. system, only one conductor. is required tor the transmission 
of po~r, the return conductor being provided by the earth. However, the 
problems associated with the use of the earth including the electroly'sis 
ettect may prohibit the permanent use of the earth as a return conductor. 
Also for reliability-, the practical doc. systems have to be a two 
conductor system with mid=>point grounded or a three conductor system. The 
two conductor system 'With mid=point grounded is considered adequate and 
aost economical.. 3 Figure 3 shows the above three line arrangements. 
Reactive Su;eelz 
Successful operation of inverters requires a large am.o~t of 
reactive power. It it can not be provided from the a.c. receiving system, 
then s711chronous condensers or static capacitors will be required. 
17 
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Measuring Devices 
Current transductors and resistance voltage dividers are used for 
measurements of_ the d.c. current and voltage and tor relaying purposes. 
·' 
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OPIRATING CBlRAC?ERISTICS 
AND. ASSOCIATED PHENOMSNA 
Rectification 
As mentioned previously, the two-way bridge circuit employing six 
aercury-arc tubes is used for converting a. c. to d. c.. Figure 4 shows 
. 
such a bridge rectifier along with its output voltage and current 
waveforms. 
It is seen trom figure 4 that two tubes are connected to each 
phase of the transf'ormere Whenever the anode voltage of a tube is 
positive -with respect to its cathode, conduction takes place. For most of 
the voltage cycle, two tubes conduct in parallel. However, during a small 
interval.. or the voltage cycle when conduction is being transfered from 
one tube to another, three tubes conduct. Each tube conducts for 120 
electrical degrees. As is seen from the figure, double d.o. voltage is 
obtained for the same a.c. voltage. 
For the purpose of simplification, the following assumptions are 
generally made in the calculations: 3 
(1) The d.c. load is assumed to have infinite inductance so that there 
is constant d.c. output. 
(2) The a.c. system is assumed to have infinite capacity. 
( J) Since the tube drop is small compared to the transmission voltage, . 
it is neglected. 
(4) The transformers• magnetizing current and resistance are neglected. 
--These assumptions simplify_ the calculations without sacrificing 
20 
-auch accuracy and make understading of the pertormance of a rectifier 
easier. 
_The magnitude of the output d. c. voltage is controlled by 
controlling the tiring ot the tubes. The time by which the firing of a 
tube is delayed is refered to as the time of delay. It is measured in 
terms of an angle c(, the angle of delay. The t1me during which commutation 
takes place is retered to as the time of commutation. It is measured in 
terms of an angle ¥, the commutation angle. It is seen from figure 4 that 
when commutation takes place, two phases of the trans.former are short-
circuited. The · short aircuit current thus produced is limited by the 
total system reactance. The total system reaotance will include reactances 
, of the leads, the transformer leakage reactance, the a. c. system reactance, 
etc •• It-1s refered to as the commutating reactance. Also, it is seen 
from the output voltage waveform that the effect of commutation is 
reduction in the voltage. 
In calculating the average d.o. voltage, only the transformer 
leakage reactance will be considered. The other reactances are generally 
very small. It can be easily calculated by dividing the output voltage 
waveform into two parts as shown in figure 5: one part being with delayed 
tiring and instantaneous colDDlutation, while the other pa.rt being the part 
during commutation. Let the ·instantaneous secondary voltage e1 of the 
transformer be given by: 
e1 = "2 E1 cos wt 
-where E1 is the r.m.s. value ot the phase to phase voltage. Considering 
equal parts such as 'abed' in figure 5, the average d.c. voltage ot the 
first part is given by: 
21 
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Bow the voltage drop during the· commutation will be calculated.· 
(1) 
Neglecting the arc drop and the transformer resistance drop ( they are 
small), the short circuit current during commutation is given by: 
- 2L1 di8 /dt = Ji E1 sin wt 
where Li is the leakage reactance or the transformer. Therefore, 
i 8 = (- ..fl Ji/2Li_)(cos wt/w) + Constant 
When wt= o(, 18 = O; therefore, the constant is given by: 
Constant= (E1/"2wL1)(cos o<) 
The short circuit current, therefore, is given by: 
(2) 
This short circuit current increases to Id, the d.c. current in the tube 
which will be conducting; it reduces the d.c. current Id to zero in the 
tube which will be ceasing conduction. At wt = (oC + Y) 1 15 is there.fore 
equal to Id, which is now given by: 
Id = (Ei/hwti)(cos I(' - cos (4< + "t)) (3) 
The average voltage drop dEcn during commutation is given by: 
dEdl = dA/(7ft/J) (4) 
where dA is the area 'klm.n' as shown in tigure 5, and is given by-:3 
or+-r 
dA = (1/2) _fo1 sin wt dwt. = (E1/J2)( cos o< - oos (tC + '¥')) (5) 
j( 
Therefore, 
cmcn = CJE1/Ji~(cos o< - cos c,c + -r)) (6) 
The average d.c. voltage is now given by substracting equation (6) from 
equation (1). 
Edr = EdJ. - dlcn'=' CJE1/Ji'9(cose< + cos (.c + -r)) (7) 
From equations (J) and (6), dEdl, the voltage drop during co111111tation in 
terms or current Id is given by: 
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dldl = Id (3wLi/1t) (8) 
Therefore, the average d.c. voltage is now given by-: 
ldr = (3 ../2, ~frr) cos o< - Id (JwLi./rt) (9) 
With no load (Id= 0), the d.c. voltage, Edro' is given by: 
Bdro = (3 ../2 Ei_/7') cos o< (10) 
The voltage drop during commutation is constant for constant load. 
The effect of commutation thus appears as a resistance drop in the d. c. 
side. Since this is not an actual resistance drop, there is no loss ot 
power. The d.c. voltage during commutation is given by equation (?), and, 
the one without commutation (7f' = 0), is given by equation (10). Comparing 
these equations, it is seen that reduction in d.c. voltage and hence d.o. 
power results during commutation. A reduction in a.c. power will also 
occur. However, since the a.c. voltage and current have not changed, the 
effect of commutation is to introduce lagging power factor in the a.c. 
side. Due to this reason, the powe~ factor correcting capacitors are 
installed on the a. c. supply bus . 
On the basis of the abova equations, an equivalent circuit ot a 
rectifier can be given as follows: 
( 
E 
, . 
FIGURE 6 - EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT oYA RECTIFIER 
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Inversion 
'1gure 7 shows how a rectifier becomes an inverter. The first part, 
-
tor an angle of delay less than 6o0 , is the normal rectifier operation. 
ror an angle of delay greater than 60° but less than 90°, the output 
voltage contains both negative and positive voltages. In this case 
conduction through resistive load 'Will be impossible whenever the anode 
voltage is negative. For an angle of delay equal to 90°, the positive and 
negative voltages are equa.19 and the average voltage is zero. If the 
t:'iring of the tubes is delayed until 180° as shown in the last pa.rt of 
figure ?, the voltage reverses completely, and the average voltage is 
then negative. Now if an external d.c. voltage is applied such that it 
overcomes this negative voltage, conduction will take place and current 
will now in opposition to the induced voltage in the transformer's 
secondaries. In such a case power will be supplied to the a.c. system, 
and the rectifier will become an inverter. 
It is seen that the average output voltage becomes negative when 
the firing of tubes is delayed unt1 l 180°. However, in practice, this is 
not done for the following reasons: In the operation of an inverter, 
commutation takes place whenever the anode of the tube taking over 
aonduction is positive compared to that of the one ceasing conduction. 
Considering commutation between tubes 1 and 2, it is seen from figure 8 
that at point N the voltage of phase A becomes more positive than that of 
phase Be Therefore, tor tube 2 to take over conduction, it should be 
tired before the point N, i.e. before 180 °. Otherwise , commutation 
failure may result. Moreover, sufficient time is necessary for the 
deionization in the tube ceasing conduction. Otherwise, a phenomenon 
26 
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called shooth-tbrough (restrikL,g ot ·arc) may occur and may cause 
commutation failure.9 The time allowed for deionization is· m.easured·1n 
· terms of an angle S0 , called the deioniza tion angle. The other parameters 
tor an inverter are similar to those of a rectitier. 
In the case ot a rectifier, com.mutation results in lowering the 
a. c. supply side power factor. Therefore, a rectifier appears as a 
reactive load on the a.c. supply side. Likewise, an inverter also appears 
as a reactive load on the a..c. receiving sida.5•6•9 Howver, in order to 
safeguard commutation, the reactive power consumption in the case ot an 
inverter is larger; in practical cases, it has been found to be 5<11, to 
6of, of the active power.5 
The d.c. voltage and current are calculated in exactly the. same 
way as in the case of ·a rectifier. Ratering to figure 8, the no load d.c. 
voltage is given bl': 
ldio = (3 J'lE2/1r.)(cos i) 
The average load voltage is given by: 
Bdi = (J .f'0.2/~) cos i - Id ('}4.2/1t) 
The d. c. current is given by: 
Id = (E2/ Jii1L2)(cos S - cos~) 
where E2 and· L2 refer to the a.c. receiving side. 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
On the basis ot the above equations, an ~uivalent circuit or an 
inverter can be given as tallows: 
- . ·--, - ,- __ ,, '.:· --- ·-,,' ·----~-----·=---- ---<- .. 4,·'!\ .•.• , • _ .... _..,....,,.~-
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FIGURE 9 - EQUIVAIBN'l CIRCUIT OF AN INVERTER 
RegtJl a tion iri a d. c. system 
Regulation of a d.c. system is necessary in order to meet the 
requirements of transmission of power and protection.J It is obtained by 
controlling the voltage and/or current. These quantities vary according 
to the values or converter parameters t(, ~, ¥, ~, etc. • Therefore, 
control of these parameters will result in operation of a d.c. system on 
-constant current, constant voltage or constant power basis. 
Bach type of regulation has its advantages and disadvantages. 
Constant current regulation is desirable to protect marcury~arc tubes 
from damaging effects of short circuit current resulting from the 
phenomena associated with the operation ot converters and line faults. 
The operation of inverters is also facilitated with constant current 
regulation. The important disadvantage is that the annual transmission 
cost will be high because the transmission losses will be the same 
irrespective of the load on d.c. line. If the d.c. system is to supply 
power to a large a.c. system, constant power regulation will find its 
application. It the d.c. system is the only source of power, the a.c. system 
•••-•-----·•-•~-•~-·,--·-·-h·-~-,,-,•,-.. -~--~- .L---.-, ,, •"·-~-
-- •-·--·--~--ec...-~_-,..,.-..,. .. ..=-··-,--. ··----,-. --··· -· -
-
b;ling . ollcy" tor distribution purpose, then constant voltage regulation 
will tind its application. With constant voltage or power regulation, the 
annual transmission losses will be different for different loadso The 
disadvantage or the constant current regulation is thus eliminated in 
these types or regulation. In a practical d.c. system, however, 
compromise is made between the constant current and the constant voltage 
regulations. Normally, a d.c. system is operated on a constant voltage 
basiso Upon the occurrence or a short circuit, it is made to operate on a 
constant current basis. Thus the advantages or both type~ of regulation 
are retained. 
Harmonics 
The voltage and current harmonics result because of the war in 
which converters operate. As far as tha a. c. system is concerned, current 
harmonics introduced by a converter station are more troublesome than 
voltage harmonics. A converter is like a current generator :feeding 
various order harmonics into the a. c. system. They create disturbances 1n 
communication circuits by electromagnetic and electrostatic induction. 
Current harmonics differ with different types or connection of the 
transformers' secondaries. With alternate delta and wye connections, say 
tor a station with two converter units, twelve phase operation will be 
obtained. Therefore, harmonics generated by each converter unit will be 
superimposed and circulated among themselves and will not enter the a.c. 
system.3 However, unbalanced operation of a converter station is always 
required during emergencies. For such a case,_ harmonic filters will be 
required. For a converter station employing more than two units, more 
• •- - •. " .-~-,~. -"·-"-·.;,--, ,,--c·•.--,._---,-_, , _ ___:_.,_·.- -~'-'-•' •""•""" ~, •·-·- 'S. __ C_!_, ,_,_: -· ,a··.;~ T~- T .-•, - •- ~ • ,_,, . ....,. ••· .. • -- "~ 
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tban twelve phase ~wer conversion tor turther reduction ot harmonics can 
' 
be obtained with the. use ot phase shitting transformers. However, it 
becomes veey costly, and reduction in harmonics obtained with twelve 
phase power conversion is considered adequate. 
. 
On the d.c. side, voitagtt harmonics are more predominant. They are 
dependent upon the method or connection adopted for converters and the 
d.c. line arrangement. With series connection or converters, two pole 
line arrangement with mid-point grounded and a large reactor at each end 
of line, harmonics are quite alleviated and are of no practical. 
significance. 
Protection 
Protection against various faults in a d.c. system is achieved by 
converters' grids and by circuit breakers on a.o. sides. The faults 
against which protection is required can be classified as follows:3 
(1) Faults on the a. c. supply side. 
(2) Faults pertaining to rectifier operation. 
(J) Faults on the d.c. line. 
(4) Faults pertaining to inverter operation. 
(5) Faults on the a.c. receiving side. 
Faults on the a.c. supply side will result in either complete 
collapse or reduction 1n the d.c. voltage. When faults are such that 
complete collapse of the voltage results, then the d.c. system will be 
completely interrupted. For the faults resulting in reduction of the 
voltage, the d.c. system will continue to function partially. 
.· 
)2 
I 
.. 
The rectifier faults can be classified as back-tire or arc-back, 
· tailure or the tube to fire and tire-through. Back-fire is a random and 
uiipredictable phenomenon resulting in conduction of current in opposite 
direction, i. e. from cathode to anode of a tube. 3 Its effect is a short 
circuit, and is considered most serious in causing damage to tubes. 
Failure of the tube to fire may result due to faults associated with the 
gri.d and its circuitary and the excitation and ignition systems. The 
result will be distortion in the output d.c. voltage. Fire-through or 
unintended firing of a tube results due to the failure of the grid bias. 
It also results in distortion in the output d.c. voltage. All of these 
faults will necessitate removal of the faulty converter unit in a multi-
converter station. It is accomplished with the by-pass tube. This seventh 
tube is normally kept blocked by negative grid bias. When one of the 
above faults is detected, the by-pass tube is unblocked and the working 
tubes are blocked by their grids. Thus, the operation of a rectifier 
station will be maintained without totally interrupting the d.c. system. 
The important characteristic of faults on the d. c. line is that 
once the arc is started due to either a temporary or a permanent fault, 
it will not be extinguished until the current is brought down to zero. 
Heavy fault current will result if the system is not operated on a 
constant current basis. Most frequent cause for line fault will be 
insulator fiashover. In such a case, total interruption will result tor 
the d.c. system with one conductor. For the d.c. system with two 
conductors, continuity of supply, in case of a line fault, can be 
maintained w1 th the unfaul ted conductor and the earth. 
laults pertaining to an inverter are the same as in case of a 
_ ..
-- ~ 
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rectitier. However, commutation failure is the most serious fault. All ot 
these faults result in a short circuit and are removed in the same way as 
in case of a rectifier. 
Faults on the a.c. receiving side are similar in nature as tho.sa 
on the a.c. supply side. They also cause either complete collapse or 
reduction in the voltage, and are removed in the same way • 
. ;.:--
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HITHODS FOR EVALUATING OVER.VOLTAGES 
The following methods·uy be used tor evaluating overvoltages in a 
d.c. transmission system: 
(1) Solving the transmission line equations by means of a digital 
10 
computer. 
(2) Traveling wave theory- Graphical (Latiice d1agram) analysis by 
means or a digital computer.11 
(3) Model analysis. 
Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. Generally, model 
analysis is prefered because it provides a "feel" of the problem on sight 
and a.voids the complexity involved in a purely mathematical approach. 
Model analysis may be performed idth a transient network analyzer or an . 
analog computero The method which will be developed here is based on 
solving the fundamental voltage and current equations by means of a 
digital computero The use of model ana1«Ysis tdll also be demonstrated. 
DERIVATION OF TRANSMISSION LINE m1UATION§. 
The following assumptions are made in deriving the transmission 
line voltage ~nd current equations: 
(1) The d. c. system is assumed to be a two conductor system with ground 
return. The conductors are assumed to be identical and at equal 
heights above the ground. 
(2) A. section of line with distributed parameters is represented in 
terms of lumpad sequence parameters of a two vector system (Symme-
trical Components of a two vector system are given in Appendix I). 
Since in model analysis, sequence parameters are used, it will be 
useful to check the accuracy of the proposed method based on 
sequence parameters. The use or sequence parameters also eliminates 
3S 
~ 
the problem or mutual impedances (it is difficult and cumbersome to 
represent a large system in miniature with separate impedances for~ 
each phase or conductor and mutual impedances between them). 
(3) The effect of line conductance is assumed negligible. 
R1 Dx LiDx 
e1(o,t) e1 (x,t) 91 X + Dx,t) 11(0,t) i1(x,t) i1(x + Dx,t) Dx 
e2(x,t) l e2(x + Dx, t) e2(t,t) 12(x,t) Ci Dx i2(x + Dx,t) i2(l,t) 
GRD 1/2( l / 2 ( ,,,.,,.-~ GRD __ .,__ __________ _ 
(11(x,t) + i2(x,t)) 
~-JC-"""M-------Dx---------* 
FIGURE 10 - EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF D. C. TRANSMISSION LINES 
On the basis of the above assumptions, an equivalent circuit or a d.c. 
transmission line is as shown in figure 10. In this equivalent circuit, a 
segment 'Dx' of a line is represented by positive sequence parameters R1 , 
L1 and C1. The effect of ground return is accounted for by zero sequence 
parameters R0 , L and C. The derivation of the equivalent circuit and O 0 
the values or the parameters are given in Appendix II. 
The quantities of interest in transient study are the line 
voltages with respect to ground and the line currents. Both of them V&'r7 
according to the position along the line a.nd the time. Let '1' be the 
total length ot the line and •:x:• be the distance variable. Then, at auy 
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the voltage will be. e(x,t). The voltages at the 
sending and receiving ends, respectively, will be e(o,t) and e(-t,t). The 
same will be true for the currents. 
Consider a differential element 'Dx' of the line. Then, the 
following voltage and currant equations can be written on the basis of 
Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws, respectively. Applying the voltage 
· law to the first conductor, 
-(-ae1 (x, t) /ax) Dx = [~R1 + L:J. a/at) 11 (x, tTI + ~R0 - R1) /2 + 
· (L0 - t 1)/2 (a/ot~ [11(x,t) + i 2(x,t~] Dx 
Simplifing tha above equation, 
-ae1 (x, t) /ax = 1/2 filR0 + L0 11/at) -t: (R1 + L:J. a/atB 11 (x, t) + 
KR0 + L0 a/at) - (R1 + L1 a/at~ 12(x, t~ (14) 
Similarly, 
-~e2(x,t)/ax = 1/2 ~R0 + L0 a/at) - (R1 + t 1 a/at~ i1(x,t) + 
gR0 + L0 a/at) + (R1 + L1 i/at~ 12(x, t~ (15) 
Applying the current law to the first conductor, 
-(ae1(x,t)/at) Dx = W1/ei a11(x,t)/a.x] + ~cl - c0 )/2c1cJ 
- ~i1(:x:,t)/ax + aiz(x,t)/ax] Dx 
Simplifing the above equation, 
-)e1 (x, t) /at = 1/2 ~l/C0 + 1/Ci) '111 (x, t) /ax + 
(1/C0 ... l/C1) ai2(x, t) /ax] 
Similarly, 
-ae2(x, t) /at = 1/2 ~l/C0 - 1/Ci) a11 (x, t) /-ox + · 
(l/C0 + 1/°"J.) ai2(x,t)/a~ 
(16) 
(17) 
To solve equations (14) to (17), first the Laplace transform with respect 
to t1 rne w.:l.11 be taken to convert them to ordinary differential equations. 
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The Laplace transtorm or a function, t(x, t) , and~ the Laplace inverse are 
defined as follows: 
-1 -
[f(x,t) = F(x,s) and [F(x,s) = f(x.,t) 
[at(x,t)/ax = dF(x,s)/dx and [Jr(x.t)/at = sF(x,s) - f(x,o+) . (18) 
Here •s• is the Laplace operator. The initial conditions on the lines 
will be assumed zero for the time being. They can be taken into account 
later on for cases where they are not zero. Now, taking Laplace transfoms 
or equations (14) to (17), and su~stituting Z0 = (R0 + sL0 ), Z1 = (R1 + sL1), 
Y0 = sC0 and Y1 = sC1, and ·writing Laplace transforms of e(x,t) and 
i(x,t) as E and I, the .following equations result: 
-dE1/dx = (Z0 /2 + Z1/2) I1 + (Z0 /2 - Z1/2) I2 
-dF,2/dx = (Z0 /2 - Z1/2) I1 + (Z0 /2 + Z1/2) !2 
-E1 = (l/2Y0 + l/2Y1) dI.1/dx + (l/2Y0 - l/2Y1) dl.2/dx 
-E2 = (l/2Y0 - l/2Y1) dl1/dx + (1/2Y0 + l/2Y1) dI.2/dx 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
Substituting Z+ = (Z0 /2 + Z1/2) and z_ = (Z0 /2 - Z1/2), equations (19) 
and (20) can be put into the following matrix form. 
z_ 
-
- (2)) 
dE2/dx Z_ Z+ I2 
Similarly, substituting Y+ = (l/2Y0 + l/2Y1) and Y_ = (l/2Y0 - 1/2Y1), 
equations (21) and (22) can also be put into the following matrix form. 
-
-
- (24) 
Equations (23) and (24) can still be put into the following cOllpaQt 
matrix form. 
-I dE/dxl = I ZAI I II 
·-JEI = IYAII dI/dxl 
where, 
-
(25) 
(26) 
. ' 
. -·r..f.,. __ '..· .~l=~:--. ti-~ ;• ___ ~ ;.._;,,_ "":-' -~·c-·.,:._.,_ ,.,,:,, ~: _::.;.~,.2_-;"-·-~-.(~1,:' ; : ,, · · 
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. rJB1/ dx Z+ z_ . 
1
. Y+ Y 
1 
El 
ld8/dxj = 1zA1 = YA = - Ej = dE2/dx , z_ Z+ , Y_ Y+ , . E2 
By using equation (26), the current can be eliminated from equation (25). 
. 
. 
.. 
. 
This is done by differentiating equation (25) and then substituting 
.. J dI/ dx I from aqua tion ( 2_6) o The result is as follows : 
eal 
d2/cix21EI - IZA!JY1d IEI = d2/tix21EI - lz I IEI = o (27) 
where, lzAIIYAI = IZj. The Z-matrix in terms of Z0 , Y0 , z1 and Y1 is 
given as follows: 
. (Z0Y0 + Z1Y1) (Z0Y0 -'Z1Y1) I z I = 1/2 
(ZoYo - Z1Y1) (ZoYo + Z1Y1) 
(28) 
The matrix equation (27)~ can now be written into its component parts as 
follows: 
d2E1/dx2 - 1/2 (Z0 Y0 + z1 Y1) E1 - 1/2 (Z0Y0 - z1 Y1 ) Ez = 0 (29) 
d2r.2/d.Jl- - 1/2 (Z0 Y0 - Z1Y1) E1 - 1/2 (Z0Y0 + Zi_Y1 ) E2 = 0 (JO) 
where E1 and E2 are La.pl.ace transforms of e1{x,t) and e2(x,t). 
From equations (29) and (JO), it is seen that mathematical 
coupling of voltages exists. This creates difficulties in solving the 
equations. However, if the Z-matrix {equation (28)) is converted to a 
diagonal type of matrix by proper transformation of variables, then the 
coupling of voltages wi.11 disappear and the equations can be solved 
easily!-~o 
Such a transformation of variables can be made with the help of 
ma trb: algebra. As sum.a that such a transform.a tion, IC f • exists. Then the 
matrix equation (27) in terms of new variables, JFI , can be written as 
follows: 
~-,·,--- ..... ~ ...... -.---"' ........ ·-- -··- - ' .. '' ,---..~~- ~.~,_, . .,. ____ _ 
)9· 
,•, '-'---' . - ,I• 
r..,.--- •,.. ~-· --.~, - •~ • --,~ • • 
(31) 
--
Assume that the following linear relationship between the actual voltages 
and the new variables by a matrix jTj exists. 
IEI= ITf I Fl (32) 
111 = lrl-11EI (33) 
The transformation matrix jc j can now be found. Substituting equation (32) 
into equation (27), 
d
2/ruc2 fTI /Fl - IZI ITI IFI = o 
Multiplying the above equation by- /r/-1, and noting that jTII rl-1 = 1, it 
becomes,. 
d2/<ix21FI - ITi-1 1ZIITfl Fl = d 2/dx2 /FI - / c/ I Fl = o (34) 
1 10 
where, / C / = j T/- / z/ / T f • The C-matrix must be a diagonal matrix. Its 
diagonalization consists of .first evaluating the characteristic roots or 
eigenvalues ot z_ matrix, then determining eigen vectors corresponding to 
each eigen value. Then, the T..matrix as composed of two vectors is 
writteno This diagonalizational process is shown in Appendix III. 
Assuming that it is done, then the T-matrix and its inverse are as 
follows: 
1 1 ITI = 
1 -1 
1 l. 1 
and IT(- = 1/2 
1 -1 
(35) 
Q 
low the C-matrix can be evaluated as follows: 
After simplification, 
Z Y 0 
IC I = 0 0 (36) 
.ls it is seen, C-matrix is indeed a diagonal. matrix. Now the equations 
40 
(29) and (30) can be written as follows: 
2 2 · . d /dx. F1(x,s) - Z0Y0F1(x,s) = 0 
2 2 d /dx F2(x,s) - z1Y1F2(x,s) = 0 
(37) 
(38) 
The coefficients of the above equations are not the function ot • x • • 
. . Therefore, they are ordinary second order differential equations with 
coefficients which are constant. Their solutions in terms or the 
transformed variables can now be written as follows: 
( ) · ( ) -JZ0Y0 x ( ) + J Z0Y0 x F1 x, s = Ku s e + K12 s e 
F ( ) _ u ( ) m }z1Y1x K ( ) +JZ1Y1 x ~ 2 x,s - A 21 s a + 22 s e 
(39) 
(40) 
The K • s are the constants of integration and are dependent on boundary 
conditions for a given problem. It is necessary to evaluate them before 
the inverse transform back in time domain is obtained. In matrix form, 
equations (39) and (40) can be written as follows: 
IF I = K1 a; + K2 e; (41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(~) 
are given by: 
I B I = l T 11 F I = IT lj K1 ei + I T lj K2 e! I (4S) 
This is the general solution tor line voltages. Since the line currents 
are related to line voltages, they are given as follows: 
III= 1Tlixl-1 jK1 e; - ITIIMl-1 K2 8 ~1 (46) 
... --·····--~------·-.. ------·· -- ...... . 
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where, 
(47) 
The· validity ot the voltage and current equations_ (45) and (46) 
can be observed when compared with similar equations from traveling wave 
theoey.12 The parameters, characteristic or surge impedance, attenuation · 
taotor, etc. , and the concept or forward and backward waves, all of these 
appear in the equations derived. 
Overvoltages tor a particular operating condition can now be 
evaluated by determining the constants of integration. Before the 
overvoltages are evaluated, it is necessary to discuss the time delay 
functions. 
42 
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Let the K-matrices (equations (43) and (44)) be redefined as 
follows: 
I B, I = :0i2 I I = K2 e; = 822 
(48) 
(49) 
can be rewritten in 
terms of negative exponentials as, 
K R.. -?f. X 
. 12 -.12 8 0 IK2I = K = ls e;I = B -ir1x· 
22 22 8 
(50) 
The reason for rewriting equation (49) is that it is easier to take 
Laplace inverse of a function with a negative exponential. 
10 
will now be expanded. 
00 =-./Z0Y0 = J(R0 + sL0 )(sC0 ) = .J(L0 C0 )(s)(l + Ro/sL0 )
1 /
2 
Expanding the above equation into a series, 
0 0 = J(L0 C0 )(s)(l + (1/2)(R0 /sL0 ) ·- (1/8)(R0 /sL0 ) 2 + ----) 
Neglecting the higher order terms ( they are usually small), 
D0 e!.J(L0 C0 )s + (R0 /2) "1{c0 /L0 ) 
The term •"t • 0 
(51) 
Similarly ir1 can also be obtained. Now substituting equation (51) into 
(52) 
(53) 
Bow, consider the inverse Laplace transform of the following arbitraey 
tunotion. 
G(s) = e-Ts Gi(s) (.54) 
4J 
I.ts Laplace innrse is, 
g(t) = g1(t - T) U(t - T) (55) 
This is a typical time delay function. The significance of equation (55) 
. 
is that the function g1 ( t) is same as the function g( t) but it is delayed 
b7 the tim.e 'T'. The following figure s~ows ~-•· t,ima delay function. 
11Ct - T) U(t - T) 
t=O t 
FIGURE 11 - A TIME DELAY FUNm'ION 
Observing equations ( 52) and ( 53) , it is seen that A-11 ( s) and 
K12(s) are similar in .fo:rm as the tu.notion in equation (.54). Hence, their 
inverse transf'orms are , 
( ) ( -Rc,/2 Jc /L x) ( c--;;- ) { c--;:- ) a11 t = e o o k11 t -v~0 C0 x U t -vL0C0 x 
( ) { -Ro/2 Jc0 /L0 x) { r.-::- ) ( r.-::-' ) k12 t = e 11_2 t -·...tL0 C0 x U t -v1L0 C0 x 
It should be noted that 81.i (t) and 1tiz(t) are zero for t =Jf:;;c;, x 
seconds. 
I 
' .. ,_... ...• 
(56) 
(57) 
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INCREMENTAL.SOLUTION OF TRANSMISSION LllB SUATIONS 
The use of the method for evaluating overvoltages by means ot a 
digital computer will now be demonstrated for a simple d. c. system. 
Cbnsider a case of energizing a. two conductor d.c. system. Assume that 
the receiving end is open and that the lines ara directly connected to 
rectifiers. The rectifiers are assumed as constant d.c. sources. It is 
also asswned that the voltages are impressed on lines at the same time by 
. 
energizing the grids of the rectifiers. The following figure represents 
such a system: 
x = 0 
GRD 
,. 
FIGURE 12 - SIMPLIFmD D. C. SYSTEM 
0 
X = Jl. 
By substituting x = 0 and x =1. in equations {45) and (46), the 
following voltage and current equations for the sending and receiving 
ends are obtained: 
I B( o, s) I = I B0 I = I TI I IS_ I + IT 11 '2 I 
I I ( 0 ts) I = jllo I = I T 11 M r1 I K1 I - I T 11 M ,-1, '2 I 
I B(.O., s) I = I B) I = I T 11 Kl 9 .i I + I T 11 K2ei I = I T II A I + I T II BI 
I I(J.,s) I = I I.11 = I Tjj M 1-11 K1°il - I TII Ml-11 Kieil 
-1 -1 
= I T II M I I A I - ITI IM I I BI 
(58) 
(59) 
(6o) 
(61) 
• ·-: --~ -. ... 0,.................,. • ._.,..__ F i ~~"'-·'"" __ :J_- -·· •- • .,...---~-· .. -
··- -· . ---- ·--------~--·----- ---~--~---,-........ -~ ---...-~- ---·-·---·-··-·-· - ~·--- . - .- ---- . ----~- ---· - .... --- - -·. -
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the unknowns are evaluated b7 using known. terminal conditions which, tor 
the case considered, are known sending end voltages and receiving end 
currents. The unknow .quantities to be evaluated are the sending end 
currents and the receiving end voltages. Now suppose that equation (58) 
is solved !or I K1 I and equation (61) is so1vad tor I BI, then these 
'constants a.re given by: 
I 11 I = T 1-11 EO I = I K2 I 
I B I = IA I - IM I 'I -l, I .ti 
low the inverse Laplace transforms of equations (62) and (63) are: 
(62) 
(63) 
lk1(t)I = 1Tr1 ,e(e,.t)I - I k2(t) (64) 
lb(t) I = I a(t) I - IM II Tj-1 i(,t,t) j (65) 
In •l!lu.ations (61.,.) and (65), the matrices Tj, le(o,t)I, jM and !1U.,t)I 
are know.e._ The unknowns are the integration constants. Once these 
. . 
constants _are determined, the unknown voltages and currents can be 
evaluated.- Let equations (64) and (6.5j be. solved on an incremental time 
basis, starting from time t = 0 and then in increments or time 'Dt' .Now, 
since k2(t) land a(t) I are time delay matrices, they will be zero for 
some time if a proper choice of the time inerement is made. Assume that 
tor t , .5Dt, I k2( t) j and a( t) I are zero •. Therefore j k1 ( t) and b( t) 
ean now be determined from equations (64) and (65) for time up to 5Dt. 
Since all the constants of integration are now known, the unknown 
quantities can be evaluated for time up to 5Dt as follows: 
j e(k,t) I = IT II a(t) j + I Tllb(t) I 
j i(o,t) I = IT IIM ,-11 ki (t) I - I Tj M i-llk2(t) j 
Since la(t)j andlk2(t)-j are time delay !unctions, it is seen from 
equations (56) and (57) that ja(6Dt)l=lk1(.5Dt)I and k2(6Dt) =jb(.5Dt)I • 
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Since I k1 (5Dt) j and I b(SDt) I are known, I a(6Dt) j and I k2(6Dt)j are known. 
This is the result of the property of the time delay functions. Now, 
since j a( t) I and / k2( t) I tor t = 6Dt are known, I k1 ( t) I and I b( t) I can be 
determined from equations {64) and (65). Therefore, unknown voltages and 
currents for t = 6Dt can now be evaluated. This process is repeated again 
and again until the time or interest. 
,"' 
The following step-by-step procedure can be given tor digital 
computer calculation of the unknowns:10 
a. Evaluate the time delay functions I a ( t) I and I k2 ( t) I in increments 
of time (equations (56) and·(57)). 
b. Calculate the constants lk1(t)j and lb(t)j using terminal conditions 
{equations like (64) and (65)). 
' c. Record in tabular form the time deiay ma trices j ~ ( t) j and b( t) I 
tor determining I a( t) I and I k2( t) I tor the succeeding increments of 
time. 
d. Evaluate the unknown quantities from equations like, 
le(J.,t)I= IT lla(t)I + lrllb(t)I 
li(O,t)I= /T IIMl-1lk1(t)I - ITIIMl-1 lk2(t)I 
e • Increase t by Dt and repeat the process • 
Thus, the evaluation ot transient voltages and currents consists 
of first determining the constants of integration using known terminal 
conditions for a particular situation. Then the quantities of interest 
are evaluated. One of the important factors is the selection of a proper 
time interval so that two of the four integration constants are zero at 
least for a few time increments starting from t = 0. The selection ot 
proper time increment is a trial and error process. A computer program 
tor determining the transient voltages and currents bas been written 
47 
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tor use with Ill! 7094. In the following sections, use ot this method tor 
evaluating ovarvoltages in a. two conductor d.c. system for various 
operating conditions will be demonstrated. 
·coBDITIONS TO BE DVESTIGATID 
In all cases, it will be assumed that the d. c. system is a two 
conductor system with two converter units at each end. The mid-point ot 
the system is groundedo The method will be applied to evaluate 
overvoltages for the following conditions: 
(1) Energization of a d.c. system with load. 
(2) By-pass tube operaUon • 
..... 
(J) Loss ot d.c. load. 
(4) Double line to ground fault. 
Before the method is applied to evaluate overvoltages for the 
above conditions, switching in a d.c. system will be discussed. Also, an 
equivalent circuit of a converter station will be derived. 
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SWITCHING IN A D.C. SYSTEM 
In t.be absence of a d.c. circuit breaker, switcb:ing in a d.o. 
system is achieved by the grids of the converters and/or the a.c. side 
circuit breakers . 3 
Consider a case of energizing a two conductor d. c. system. Now, 
rectification is obtained when either the grids of the rectifiers are 
initially energized and the a.ce supply side circuit breakers are then 
closed·, or vice versao By either action, the d.c. voltage vr.ill be 
obtained. Considering that the a.c. supply to rectifiers is switched on, 
then this will correspond to bringing an a. c. generator to desired speed 
by a prime mover, and the energization of the grids will correspond to 
.field excitation in the case of an a.c. generator. Thus for the purpose 
or tb1s study, rectifiers can be considered as d.c. generators. After the 
a.c. generator is generating the voltage, energization in an a.c. system 
is achieved by closing circuit breakers. In the case of a d.c. system, 
however, the energization of the grids ( considering tba t the a. c. supply 
is already sw:S,.tched on) will not only generate the d.c. voltage but at 
the same time it will also impress it on the d.c. system. Similar action 
also takes place on the inverter side. Consider that the a. c. supply is 
already switched on and that the grids of inverters are energized. Then, 
be.fore the inverter starts conducting, its voltage will correspond to an 
armature voltage as in the case of a d.c. motor. Now, in the case of a 
d.c. motor when the bus-bar (or the system) voltage is greater than the 
armature voltage, the doc. power is supplied to it. In the same way, when 
the d.c. line voltage is established at the inverter end, the d.c. power 
is supplied to it. Thus, the inverter can be considered as a d.c. motor. 
Therefore, energization of a d.c. system with load (i.e. with 
inverter on) can be· acb1 ewd by energizing the grids ot the rectifiers. 
-, 
Now, consider the case -ot by-pass tube operation, or in other . 
words short-circuiting a converter unit. As ws noted earlier, removal ot 
a converter unit is required in case of a fault. This is achieved by 
energizing the grid of the by-pass tube and at the same time deenergizing 
the grids of the working tubes of a faulty converter unit. The effect will 
be reduction in line to line voltage, and hence reduction in d.c. power. 
If the .fault is temporary, then it is not required that both the converter 
units, say the faulty inverter and the corresponding rectifier, be removed. 
However, in case of a. perm.anent fault in either a rectifier or an inverter, 
the 1'au1 ty inverter and the corresponding rectifier will have to be 
removed in order to avoid an unblanced operation. 
A loss of d. c. load will correspond to open-circuit of a converter 
11nit. For a two conductor, four converter d.c. system, the result will be 
loss of the conductor associated with the converter in trouble. I.f 
switching is required, then it is obtained by the grids. 
A fault to ground on any one conductor of a two conductor d.c. 
system will require removal of the associated converter units. This will 
again be achieved by deenergizing the grids of the working tubes. 
In case of a d. c. system, switching is thus obtained by the grids 
of, the converter units. Compared to an a. c. system, the speed with which 
switching is achieved in d.c. is greater. 
. t 
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BQUIV4I.ENT CIRCUIT OF A CONVERTER STATION 
An equivalent circuit of a converter station will include the 
equivalent circuits for _the converter and its associated equipment and 
the d. c. line reactor. First, the equivalent circuit of a rectifier 
station will be derived. 
Consider the operation of a rectifier from the following figure: 
i-+ 3C :x: lA 2B 
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FIGURE 13 - REC?ImR AND ITS OUTPUT VOLTAGE 
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Considering equal parts of the output voltage tiJaveform, it is seen that 
the v:oltage consists of waveshapes e1 and e 3 when two tubes are 
conducting; and waveshape e2 when three tubes are conducting. The voltage 
e1 is given by: 
e1 = /2 Ei cos{wt. + ~/6) (66) 
where O <wt<«, and E1 is the r.m.s. value of the a.c. voltage. Then, if 
the d.c. voltage at the line end of the d.c. reactor is e0 , the 
instantaneous current 11 is given by: 
(67) 
where R1, Li, ~ and Lre ref er to the transformer and the reactor. 
Another period when two tubes are conducting is when (o< + 1') < wt < l!(/3, 
and the voltage e 3 during this period is given by: 
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(68) 
If 13 is the instantaneous value of the·current during this period, then 
it will also be given by equation (67) with e1 and 11 replaced by e 3 and 
13• Now, consider the commutation period. Here three tubes conduct and 
the voltage e2 is given by: 
•2 = 1/2 ( "2 E1 cos(wt - -,(/6) + .Ji B1 cos(wt + ?t/6) (69) 
where o( <wt<(oe + -t). The instantaneous value ot the current 12 is given 
by: 
(70) 
From the above it is seen that the output voltage of a rectifier and the 
. impedance are different depending upon whether two or three tubes are 
conducting. By replacing the rectifier with a generator having different 
voltages and different impads.noas during different periods~ an exact 
equivalent circuit of a rectifier can be obtained. However, in practice, 
such a substitute is impossible to use. Hence, for analytical studies, 
the next alternative will be to use a circuit with average values of the 
lJ, 14 
voltage and the impedance. On such a basis, the following 
equivalent circuit of a rectifier station is obtained. 
( . 
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FIGU.U 14 - BQUIVAlE:NT CIRCU~T OF A RECTIFIER STATION 
The parameters in the above circuit are given as follows: 
•r = Ho load d.c. voltage = 3 ../2 ~/1'. coso( 
.. 
-~----- ···---- ·---· .. -·---·-- .. -~---- .. ---- --·· --
, 
(71) 
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~ = 3wLi/~ (resistance equivalent to voltage drop during commutation) 
+ the average value of the transformer resistance (1,_) + the line 
reactor resistance+ the average value of the anode reactor resistance 
+ the resistance equivalent to arc drop+ any other resistance. 
Lr= The average value of the transformer leakage reaetance + the line 
reactor· inductance+ the average value of the anode reactor inductance 
+ any other inductance. 
E1 = R.M.S. value of the a. c. supply side VQltage. 
o< = Angle or delay. 
e = The d. c.· voltage at the line end of the reactor. 0 ' 
10 = The d.c. current. 
Similarly, an equivalent cirouit of an inverter station can be 
given in exactly the same way. 
e 
-
FIGURE J.5 - EQUIVALENr CIRCUIT OF AH INVERrER STATION 
The parameters are given as follows: 
e1 = No load d.c. voltage= 3/2E2 cos$ (72) 
~ = -3wL2/7" + all the terms as in the case of rectifier station. 
L1 = Same as in the case of rectifier station. 
K2 = R.M.S. value of the a.c. receiving side voltage. 
i = The angle between voltage zero and the end or commutation. 
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e R = The d. c. voltage at the line end of the reactor. 
1 a = The d. c. current. 
To calculate the average values of the resistance and the 
inductance ( the transformer• s or the anode reactor• s) , the commutation 
angle must be known. Assuming T equal to 20°, the period during which 
three tubes conduct is equal to 20° and the impedance during this period 
is 1.5 Z. The period during which two tubes conduct is then 40° and the 
corresponding impedance is 2 Z. Therefore, the average impedance during 
f:IJ0 time (the time of' the equal parts of the voltage cycle) is given by:13 
Average Z = (1.5 Z (20°) + 2 Z (40°))/(6o0 ) = 1.83 Z (?J) 
In deriving the equivalent circuits, it is assumed that the 
capacitance of the line reactor and other capacitances are negligible. 
They probably are small compared to the line capacitance. Also, since 
overvoltages on transmission lines are required, their effect will be 
negligible. The output voltage of a converter wil.l be a step function, 
since its operation is averaged. Transient voltages resulting from step 
function excitation are more severe than any other function. Therefore, 
some ot the errors due to simplification will be compensated. Another 
result of assuming average operation of a converter will be that the 
steady state d. c. current will be a constant quantity. 
.--
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.. ' ... , IZA1'ION OF A D. C. SYST]I( WITH LOAD 
.. 
·Consider a two conductor d.c. system with two converter units at 
each end: or the lines. It is assumed that the system with load on is 
energized by energizing the grids of the rectifiers, both the a.c. e 
supplies being on and the grids of the inverters already energized. The 
system is as shown in the tollowing figure: 
11'(1-f -----~-------1-----------------,w~. 
Bow the· method developed earlier will be applied. The matrix 
equations (in Laplace domain) for the voltages and currents at the two 
ends of the lines are ; 
IEol =lr!LJK1l +IK21]• 1Iol = IT11Ml-1 UK1l-lI2~ 
ls1I = lrl~AI +!Bl], II.ti= ltllMl-1~AI - lsij 
In the case considered, line· voltages at both ends of the lines are 
(74) 
(75) 
unknown. The constants of integration will now be determined from the 
known terminal conditions, i.e. from the values of er and e1 as given by 
equations (71) and (72). As was noted earlier, lk2(t) I and la(t)l are 
delayed terms and are theretore known. To determine I k1 ( t) I and I b( t) I , 
the constraints or the terminal conditions will be used. To determine 
' 
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:lk1(t)j, terminal condit.ions · at the rectit1er end are used. Detering to 
. figure 16, 
~·· 
Ri- 0 Lr O 9 ol 101 
v1lere I Rr I = • I Lr I = ' t I e O I = ' I 1o I = 
0 Ria O Lr 8 02 io2 
low substituting the Laplace inverse of equation (74), 
I 8 r I = I ~ I [1 T 11 M ,-l I kl Ct) I ... I lei ( t,) I . + 
- . 
I Lrld/dto Tl 1x1-l lk1(.t) I - I k2(t)I + I Tl[I k1(t) I + I k2(t) I 
Atter simplification, . . 
d/dtlk1(t)I = d/dtlk2(t)I + lv1UT1'"'11•rl .. lwllk1(t)I 
+ Ix II k2C t>I 
· where,·. 
-1 
'1v1 = OTl~11Lrll TIIM1-1] 
lw I = 0 T1-1 IRr 11 T ll M 1-1 + I G 1] 
j X I = [IT ,-1 ,~ 11 T 11 M ,-l - I G I J 
IG I = Unit m.a-trix. 
(76) 
(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
(80) 
In equation (??), all quantities except lk1 (t) I are known. Hence it can 
10 
be evaluated by a subprogram. 
. . 
Constant I b(t) I is evaluated by using the terminal conditions at 
the inverter end. Retering to figure 16, 
I 8 .e. I = I 111 d/dtl i ..e. I + I Ri 11 i .R. I + I 8 i I (81) 
Bow substituting the Laplace inverse of equation (75), 
ITl[la(t)I + lb(t>I] = lt1ld/dtnT 11M1-1 rra(t)I - fb(t>O] + 
. . . IRilOTIIMl-1 LJact)I - lb(t>I]]+ 1•11 
.lfter simplitication, 
.--
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~/dtlb(t)I =d/dtla(t)j +IPI IQll•Ct)j-lRl!b(t)l-~ITl-11•11] 
where, .-l 
Ip I = 0 T, - 11 L1l I T II M , - 1 J 
IQ I = [I ,1-11 Ril IT II M ,-1 - I GI] 
IIR I = [I T , - 1 1 R:i_ I I T II M ,-1 + I G I] 
,. 
(82) 
(8)) 
(84) t 
.(85) · 
In equation (82) 11 all quantit.ies except lb(t) J are known. Hence it can be 
evaluated by a subprogram. 
Since all constants are now known, overvoltages resulting from 
energization of the d.c. system can now be evaluated by the following 
step..by-step procedure using a digital computer. lO 
a. Determine the delay terms j a(t) I and I k2(t)j. 
D. Determine I k1 ( t) I and I b( t) I , and store them tor determining 
ja(t)j and lk2(t)j later on. 
c. Evaluate tha unlmown voltages and currents trom the Laplaca 
inverse of equations (74) and (75). 
d. Increase the time by an appropriate time increment Dt, and repeat • 
. \ 
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BI.PASS TOBE OPDATIOH 
It will be assumed that blocking or the working tubes or a faulty 
converter unit and unblocking of its by.pass tube occur at the same 
time. The operation ot the by-pass tube wil.l short-circuit the converter 
unit. It can be considered as closing of a switch. The by-pass tube 
operation thus can be studied by the well-knotm technique of cancellation 
ot voltage. 'When a switch is open, there .exists a voltage between its 
contacts. The closing of the switch will neutralize this voltage. This 
can be simulated by applying an equal and opposiw voltage to the switch. 
This voltage is .called a cancellation voltage. When the switch is opened, 
the switch current ceases to exist. Then, opening of a s'Witch can be 
simulated by injecting an equal and opposite current into the switch. The 
injected current is called a cancellation current. To obtain transient 
response due to operation of a switch, the effect of cancellation of a 
current or voltage is superimposed on the current or voltage existing 
before the switch was operated. The resulting transient ·quantities are 
therefore given by,12 
Resultant transient 
v~lta.ges or currents 
Those which would exist if 
= + 
the switch ware not~ operated 
,,· 
Those due to cancellation 
of currents or voltages 
Transient voltages or currents due to cancellation quantities are 
obtained by applying them to the system under study with all the active 
sources shorted, i.e. by oonsideririg only the passive network. 
In studying the by-pass tube operation, it will be assumed that it 
the by-pass pperation occurs, say, at the inverter then the corresponding 
reotitier will also be short-circuited in order to avoid an unblanced 
S8 
_:_ 
operation of the systea • 
. 
· How, from figure 16, the steady state voltages associated with the 
positive eonductor are erl = J.[i Bi/~ cos ~ and eil = 'Jfi E2/~ cos ,. 
The cancellation voltages to simulate the ettect of by-pass tube 
operations then are, 
" The circuit t..o·which these voltages are applied is as follows: 
FIGURE 17 - BY-PASS TOEB OPERATION 
low the method will be applied to evaluate overvoltages at the two ends 
of the conductorse As before I k2(t) I and I a(t) I are delay ta:rms and are 
therefore known. The constant I k1 (t) jw1u be determined by applying 
. 
terminal conditions at the reetilier end. 
..f 
Bow substituting La.place inwrse or I •!I and I 1:j from equation (74), 
I•; I= I~, 1 TII 111·1 1 Ici(t>I - I k2Ct>I + 
ILrld/dtf1Tll•l-1 f1tict)l- lk2(t)jll + 1T,rik1(t>I + lk2Ct>ll 
. t... f- ).J L .J 
,, 
- -
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After· simplification, 
a1atlI1t>\ =d/dtlk2<t>I + 1,11r;r11e;l -lwllk1<t>I 
. . + I 1 llk2<t>I] 
where I Vj, I wl -.nd I XI are as given by equations (78), 
,v,: 
(86) 
(79) and (80). In 
equation (86), I k1(t) I is t.he only unknown quantity and can be determined 
by a subDro2ram. 
... .. -
The oo:r..stant I b( t) I will. now be determined by usir.g the terminal 
conditions at the inverter end. 
Substituting the Laplace inverse ot equation (75), 
· 1 rl[I a(t) I + I b(t)~ = I L11 d/dt~ TII M 1-1 [1 a(t) I - I b(t)I + 
I R1l[I Tll Ml-l~ a(t)I - I b(t)~J + I eil 
.A..tter simplification, 
d/dtl b( t)I = d/dtl a( t}j + I Pl I QII a( t)j - I RII b( t) I + I Tl ..11 et] ( 87) 
, where I Pl, I QI and I RI are as given by equations (SJ), (84) and (85). In 
equation (87) •· I b( t) I is the only unknown and can be determined by- a 
subprogram. 
· The overvoltages can be evaluated in a· similar way as in the 
-
previous case. The resultant overvoltages will then be the sum or the 
steady state voltages and those due to cancellation voltages •. 
6o 
,. 
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LOSS OP D. c. LOAD 
Bare again the cancellation technique will be used. In case ot loss 
of load, cancellation ot current will result. Retering to tigure 16, the 
steady state currents are given by, 
111 = (erl • •u) /('&r + R1 + ~) 
142 = (®r2 - 812> /(Rr + R1 + ~) 
where R1 _is the line resistance. The cancellation currents to simulate 
the effect of loss or load are. · 
• 
ih = ij1 = ""i.e.1 and i!z = ij2 = -1.e2 
and the circuit to which they are applied is as follows: 
FIGURE 18 - LOSS OF D.C. LOAD 
1' 11 
1' i2 
low the method will be applied to evaluate overvoltages due to 
cancellation currents. As before I k2( t) I and I a( t) I are delayed terms and 
are therefore known. I k1 (t) 11.s determined by using term1nal conditions at 
the rect~er end • 
. I • ~ I = I Rr 11 1 ~ I + I tz.l d/ dt 1: I 
Substituting the Laplace invers6 or equation (74) and then solving tor 
I k1 ( t) I • the following equation is obtained after simplification. 
·d/dtlk1(t>I = d/dtlk2(t)j + Jvl 1Wllk2(t)j - ltll~<t)~ · (88) 
.,. 
·-~-~ 
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In equation (88), I vi, I WI and I I I are as given by equations (78), (?9) 
and (80). The unknown I k1(t) j can be det.el'lllined by a subprogram •. 
The constant I b(t) j 1s det.ermined by using terminal conditions at 
the inverter end. 
ih 1h 
1111 = i! = ., = I 111 = I'll xl-1 I a(t>l - lb(t)j 
2 1 .l2 
So1v1ng tor I b( t) I • 
lb(t)I = I a(t) - IM Tj-1111 (89) 
Now I b(t)j can be determined by a subprogram. 
Since the constants can now be determined, overvoltages due to 
cancellation currents can be evaluated on an incremental time basis as 
before. The overvoltages due to loss ot load will then be the sum or the 
steady state voltages and the calculated voltages due to cancellation 
currents. 
' 
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OOUBLI I.DB TO GROUND FAULT 
lor evaluating overvoltages due to a double line to ground fault, 
it will be assumed that the fault occm:as at the mid-point, i.e. at 
distance 11. /2 from the re.ctifier end. Here again the cancellation 
technique will be used. Since a fault will neutralize the voltage at the 
tault point, cancellation or voltage will result. The cancellation 
voltages can be calculated from the following figure. 
FIGURE 19 - stSlDY STATE SYSTEM 
The following voltage equations can now be written for the steady state 
condition: 
. 
9a2 = 9 r2 - (Hz. + Ri/2) 12 = (Rt + Ri.12) 12 + 812 
1i = (erl - 811)/(~ +Bi+ Ri) = •12 
where Ri is the resistance of a line. The cancellation voltages are now 
given by, 
en = -•m1 and •h = .. m2 --C_ 
·---. 
. =-·· 
They will be applied to the tollow:l.ng figure. 
... 
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1;2 L1. Ri 
Part b 
FIGURE 20 - DOUD LINB TO GROUND FAULT 
In order to evaluate overvoltages,, the lines will be divided into two 
equal parts a and b.·From part a, the rectifier end voltages are evaluated. 
Ref'ering the constants pertaining to part a as I lcia ( t) I and I ~a ( t) I , the 
later is a delayed term and is therefore known. kl.a (t) j is determined 
from, 
le;I = Rrll 1; + I Lrld/dt11;1 
Substituting the Laplace inverse of equation (74) in the above equation 
and then solving for lk1a(t)I, · 
d/dti ~a ( t) I = d/dtl k2a ( t) I + I vi[ wl I k2a (t) I - xj k1a ( t)ij (90) 
where I vj • I WI and I Ij are as given by equations (78), (79) and (80). In 
equation ( 90) , the unknown I kla ( t) I can now be determined by a subprogram. 
It should bs noted here that the matrices and the constants are based on 
halt the length of the line. 
In a similar way and considering part b, ~he delayed term j ab(t) j 
~ is known and I~( t) I is given by, 
d/dtj~Ct) I = d/dtja1,(t) I + IP l~Q llab(t) I - IR ll~(t)I 
~ 
/ 
....., 
...,. 
. ' '.~' --~ ' '.':: ;:·' . ' '. ' ' y ,, ' -: '. ·-·· :·· , .. '- : . ;;;. ' _. -' . 
The terms IPI, jQj and jRj are given by equations (83), (84) and ~8S), 
and are based on halt the length ot the line. 
OVervoltages can now be evaluated as before. It one desires to 
evaluate transient currents at the fault, then they can be evaluated by 
determining the remaining constants;··· 
MODEL ANALYSIS 
The T&.lidity or the proposed method can best be demonstrated by 
evaluating the same transient quantities by another method, say, for 
example, an analog computer ore transient network analyzer. In such a 
model analysis, the same equivalent circuit of the transmission lines 
can be used. Certain simpliting assumptions were made in the method 
demonstrated. However, in model analysis, the converter station can be 
represented more accurately, and an.y desired type ot regulation can be 
adopted. An exact operation of a converter station can also be included 
in model analysis. The capacitances ot the converter station, including 
those ot line reactors; can also be represented. Thus model analysis will 
be a more accurate method of evc.luating transient quantities since it 
will be able to duplicate the actual system and its operation. 
6S 
---
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CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions can be made: 
;.. (1) .&· method of evaluating transient overvoltages in a two conductor 
d. o. system by means of a digital computer has been demonstrated. 
The voltage and current relationships have bean derived from 
Kirch'n,otr•s current and voltage laws. The transient overourrents 
can also be evaluated. It is general enough to study any desired 
operating condition._ 
(2) The equivalent circuit of a two conductor d.c. system with ground 
as a return path has been derived. The circuit derived can also be 
used for analysis with an analog computer or a transient analyzer. 
{3) An equivalent circuit or a converter station has been derived. 
(4) The method demonstrated is such that with a knotrledga of the 
parameters of the system and the availability of a suitable digital 
computer, overvoltages can be calculated. 
(5) The d. c. transmission system and its important characteristics 
have been explained. 
. .. , .. 
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-SDOIB'l'RICAL COMPONENTS OF 
A TWO VEC.l'OR SYSTEM 
· APIBNDIX I 
-----.... to 
ao 
Let Ea and~ be the two voltage vectors which are to be resolved into 
their symmetrical components. From the above figure it is clear that the 
two vector system will have only positive and zero sequence quantities. 
Let the positive sequence vectors be E81 and ~l' and the zero sequence 
vectors be Eao and Bi,0 • Then the phase vectors in terms or their sequence 
vectors are given as follows:15 
E =Ea1 +E a ao 
Eb = Ebl + ~ = ~al + 1ao 
(91) 
(92) 
Therefore9 the positive and zero sequence quantities in terms of the 
phase quantities are, 
Eal= 1/2 (Ea - ~) 
Bao= 1/2 (Ea+ Bi,) 
~l = -Eal 
1bo = Eao 
,. 
S1milari,- the current equations are given by, 
-Ia = 1a1 + 1ao 
Ib = Ibl +Ibo= -Ial + Iao 
Ial = 1/2 (Ia - Ib) . 
Iao = 1/2 (Ia+ 1i,) 
., 
(' 
(9J) 
(94) 
• 
___ :. 
. r 
• I 
: ' J 
BQOIVALEN? CIRCUIT OF A 
NO CONDUafOR SYSTEM 
';:-.·'1 
APPBNDII II 
A two conductor d.c. system w.:Lth aid-point grounded is equivalent 
to a two vector system.16 An equivalent circuit o:f such a d.c. system can 
then be obtained in terms or sequence parameters as follows: 
Let Zaa-g and ~b-g be the self impedances of conductors •a• and 
'b', respectively. Let Zab-g be the mutual impedance between them. The 
impedances recognize the effect of the earth. Let E8 and ~ and I 8 and 1b 
be the voltages and currents for conductors •a• and 'b', respectively. 
Then, 
Ea= Ia Zaa-g + 1t> zab-g 
Eb= Ia Zab-g + lb ~b-g 
Substituting equations (91), (93) and (94) :from Appendix I, 
8a = Eal + Eao = (Ial + 1ao> Zaa..g + (-Ia1 + 1ao> Zab-g 
= (Zaa-g - Zab-g) Ia1 + (Zaa-g + Zab-g) Iao (95) 
From equation (95), the sequence impedances can now be obtained. 
Positive sequence impedance = Zal = E81/Ial = (Zaa-g - Zab-g) (96) 
Zero (97) 
Since, in practice, both the conductors will be identical, Zbb-g will be 
equal to Zaa-g• and therefore the positive and zero sequence impedances 
tor conductor 'b', namely ~l and ~o will also be given by equations 
(96) and (97), respectively. Let, 
(98) 
Z0 = Z80 = Zbo (99) 
. Therefore, from equations (96), (97), (98) and (99), the self and mutual 
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iapedances ot a conductor in terms ot sequence impedances can .. be giwn as 
tollows: 
, Zaa..g = (Zo + Zi)/2 
Za.b-g = (Z0 - Zi_)/2 
Now the equivalent circuit or a two conductor system can be giftn 
as tollows: 15 
-
-
The selt and mutual impedances are calculated on the basis of 
Garson•s tcrmula.15 They are calculated in two parts. In the first part, 
the self. and mutual impedances are calculated by assuming the ground 
conductivity as infinite. Then the term calculated by Carson, assum1ng the 
ground having finite conductivity, is added. As a result, the following 
equations tor self and mutual impedances or a conductor with ground as a 
return path can be given.15 
Zaa-g = r 1 + 0.00159 t + j 0.004657 f log10 (216o /iJi) /GMR Ohms/Mi (100) 
Zab-g = 0.00159 r + j 0.004657 r log10 (2100/iJr) /dab Ohms/Mi (101)· 
where, 
r1 = resistance of a conduc~r per mile. 
r = frequency in cycles. 
R = earth resistivity in ohms per meter cube. 
GHR = geometric mean radius ot a conductor in feet. 
dab = distance between conductors in feet. 
.;, 
.. ··,; '_,., .,,,• . .,:, ·, . -, ,'" ·, .... 
.. It is seen from equations (100) and (101) that they contain tens 
1nvo1ving £requency. For studies involving transients, it is impossible to 
know transient frequencies beforehand. In the case of an a.c. system, the 
usual approach is to start with system frequency and obtain. the transient 
response. Then, the resulting waveshapes are analyzed to determine the 
10 dominant :frequency- and the parameters are recalculated again. A similar 
approach will be logical in the case of d.c. transient studies. Another 
approach will be to measure the parameters by applying positive and zero 
sequence vol. tages to the system in question. 
low the admittances will be calculated. It is assumed that the 
conductance is negligible and therefore an equivalent capacitive circuit 
will be derived. 
Working in terms of Maxwell eoetticients, the following equations 
tor capacitive circuit of a two conductor system can be given.12 
o =C E -CbR.. 
,_ aaa ao 
~ = -Cab Ea + ~b ~ 
(102) 
(103) 
where Q's are the charges and l's are the voltages associated with conductors 
•a• and 'b'. The C0s are the Maxwell's coefficients. Now in terms of 
sequence parameters, equation (102) can be written as, 
Q,. = ~l + ~o = Caa (Eal+ 8ao> - Cab (Jal + 1ao> 
= ( Caa + Cab) Eal + ( Caa - Cab) 1ao 
Therefore, the sequence capacitances in terms ot .salt and mutual 
Positive sequence capacitance= Cal= Caa + Cab (104) 
Zero (105) sequence capacitance = c. = C .. Cab 
ao aa 
.Assuming identical conductors at equal heights from the ground, Caa will 
70 
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also be· equal to ebb• and the positiv. and zero sequence capacitances fot 
conductor -'b'· will also be given by equations (104) and (105). Let, 
Cl = Cal = 'i,1 
C.=C =C. o ao -oo 
....... 
Therefore, self and mutual capacitances in terms o~ sequence capacitances 
are, 
C = (c. + C )/2 aa -1 o 
Cab = (<;_ - Co)/2 
+ 
Bow, the equivalent circuit can be given as, 
a b 
., 
The following simplification can be made ·1n the sequence circuit. 
a b 
Th8 self and mutual oapacitancas are g::lven by, l.5 
Caa = ~b = (O.OJ88J/K)(log10 djr)(l0-6) Fa:;;;;.ds/!'d. 
Cab= (o.03883/K)(log10 dab/Sab)(lo-6) Farads/Mi. 
(106) 
(107) 
The constants r, d, Sab and dab are as shown in the following figure, and' 
the constant IC is given by, 
·2 2 [ = (1og __ d/r) - (102~-<L~/s_~) 10 · · - -.Lu •c· •u 
n 
-~ 
a b 
------~i- Conductors· 
h 
d= 2hl 
r~ ----~-~-------··dab------~-----------------·~ 
GRD .. 
,,,,,,,,,,, '''''"''''''''':~''''''''""'''''''''""''''' 
The capacitances given by equations (106) and (107) account tor the 
presence of earth. 
Now, the complete equivalent circuit of a two conductor system 
with ground return can be given as follows: 
a 
Zi 
'ff1\ b 0 I\N' . rO 
eif lei I T . y. ... ~- -....c....__ 
(Z0 - z1)/2 GRD :[2CJ.C0 /(Ci - C0 ) 
0 /\Ne ~ 0 
,<' 
.:.- ' 
.•. 
------
'/2 
- :'"·,°'.'T· • ! .,~_,- I ~ \·· ,· • 
. 
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APPENDIX III 
·-
DIAGOHALIZATIOI OF A MATRIX 
• i,.j.; .. ~~~-" '.' -";"; 
The diagonalization ot a matrix is obtained by tinding the roots 
or the eigenvalues ot the matrix 1n question and then determining 
eigenvectors corresponding to each eigenvalue. The proper transformation 
matrix is then obtained as a matrix composed of vectors proportional to 
eigenvectors.17 Let 'R' be the roots of the following matrix. 
z 
-
z_ Z+ 
Then the roots 'R' are determined from the determinant, 
z_ (Z+ - R) 
= 0 
z_ (Z+ - R) 
or, CZ+ - R) 2 - (Z_)2 = o. Solving tor 'R', the roots are given by, 
Jli = Z+ + Z_ and R2 = Z+ - z. 
{108) 
For each characteristic root, there is at least one characteristic or 
eigenvector, which is found from the following equations: 
CZ+) X]. + (Z_) ~ = R1 Xi 
(Z_) Xi+ CZ+)~= R:i_ ~ 
(Z+) X1 + (Z_) X2 = R2 X1 
{Z_) x1 + (Z+) x2 = Ri ~ 
(109) 
(llO) 
(lll) 
(112) 
where x1 and Xz are the co-ord:tnates of a vector. By solving equations 
(109) and (110), say for ~ = ~ = 1, it is seen that they are satisfied. 
Similarlyo equations (111) and (112) are satisfied for;_= 1 and~.= -1. 
Therefore the characteristic vectors are (1,1) and (1, -1). Now the 
transformation matrix I T I and its inverse can be written as :follows: 
73. 
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l 1 
IT I = l 
-1 
' l l l 
and I Tj = 1/2 
l -1 
low the d.1a~gonalization of the matrix or equation (108) is obtained as, 
follows: 
0 • 
then the 
C..ma trix: is given by, 
I cl = zoyo o 
0 z1Y1 
which is same as the matrix of equation (36) on page 40. 
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